
Help Bella get her Boo back!
Super Spook, Bella-Boo, has lost her Boo! Bella was once one of our top
agents here at MI5. Now she has passed to the other side, she is still
working for us as a ghost agent. Her top secret mission is to scare
suspected enemy agents at Halloween into giving up their secrets.
However, this year, Bella seems to have lost her Boo, and therefore her
ability to be heard and frighten her victims into telling all. 
Our agents at MI5 have been gathering intelligence and have located
Bella's Boo. However, it is locked away with a ghostly code which can only
be revealed by solving nine clues. We need YOU, our top secret agents, to
solve these clues and obtain the code to get Bella ready to Boo her enemies
into submission.
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Ready to start your mission? 
We need top secret agents to be able to seek out the clues, complete the 
answer grid and reveal the code to release Bella’s Boo. You’ll need to visit 
various spooky locations via Google Streetview in order to spot the information 
you need to crack this. Every sneaky clue you answer will fit into the answer 
grid below. Once complete, you should cross off any letters in shaded boxes 
from The Combination Box. You’ll be left with one letter in each column. This 
is the code, in the order Column 1 - Column 2 - Column 3 - Column 4. If you’re 
right, we can get Bella her Boo back in time for Halloween!

Trixie Treat here, head of
MI5's Halloween Division. 
We have identified nine
spooky locations which you
need to visit in order to solve
the clues. 
Each clue answer will help
you to reveal the code to
unlock Bella's 'Boo'. 
Solve all the clues to crack
the code.
Good luck, Super Spooks!

Our Paranormal Team have
examined the clues closely
and have decoded nine UK
postcodes. However, time is
short and we need Bella's
Boo by Halloween, so you'll
have to conduct your mission
online. Type each postcode
into Google Maps and use
the Streetview feature to
explore each spooky location
in more detail...

Go to EN9 1LS.
Our surveillance along the
witchy road has revealed
some vital intel at the
Ninefields end. We need you
to track down a logo with a
big H and two other letters
in it. Record what the higher
up of the two other letters
stands for in your Mission
Answer Grid.

Visit WF1 5SJ.
You'll find yourselves near
the end of a lane you might
not want to venture along,
but you must, Super Spooks!
Scan along it in an easterly
direction, and not far after
the speed limit changes,
look out for a sinister black
arrow pointing left. Enter
the word before GROUNDS
into your answer grid.

Head to S11 8FQ.
We need you to creep along
the southern side of the
cemetery here. DO NOT
ENTER THE CEMETERY!
We've not cleared it of
ghouls. You're looking for
number 294. The first word
below this number is the
one you need to enter in the
grid.

Relocate to SE1 3JU.
You'll be near a street
named after an item you can
use to ward off vampires!
Beware the spooky faces on
some of the stone arches as
you scout along here. You're
looking for where this street
name appears in black
letters along with SE1 in red.
The word below LANE is the
intel you require.

Pop along to PO21 4AJ.
Not a lane you want to be
creeping along so close to
Halloween, but creep you
must! Start at the top and
make your way towards the
beach. Sneak past the
STRANGE Garden and the
next entrance on the right
has the answer you seek.
You're doing great Super
Spooks!

Go to B97 4JX.
Agents, we've dropped you
just north of the spooky
'Drive' in question. Identify
it and scour along it. You're
looking for some sort of tall
surveillance tower. Get as
close as you can to the base
of it and you'll find a black
arrow pointing at a HOUSE.
The name of this house is
key intel for your grid.

Head to SY23 3JW.
This drops you in a nearby
safe zone. You'll need to
navigate yourselves to the
Entrance to the nearby
Waterfalls, Trail and Bridges
to gather this piece of intel.
Opposite the Entrance, if
Lower = Bridge, Middle =
Bridge and Top = Bridge,
what does Devils equal?
Record this in your grid.

Pay a visit to BH23 1DS.
First, check the ducking stool
at the end of this lane for
witches. If the coast is clear,
examine No.17. The middle
word is the one you should
record in your grid. Nearly
there, Spooks! Bella will
surely Boo again!

There's no postcode for this
one so you need to find
Vampire Way, Farnborough
on your own! Conduct some
aerial surveillance. There's a
small bridge just below the
southwest end of the
runway. Take a closer look.
Add the weight limit to the
height limit. Round up your
answer to the nearest whole
number and record it.

Great work, Super Spooks!
It's time to crack the code.
See the shaded letters in your
answer grid? Cross them off
from the Combination Box.
The remaining letters, in
column order, are the code to
release Bella's Boo! Submit
your answer online and MI5
may reward you:

https://bit.ly/TTBellaBoo
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